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DebtCon is back! The first three editions of DebtCon have established it as a unique venue for presenting 
economic, legal and social sciences research on sovereign debt-related issues and for discussing policy 
implications.  
 
In 2020, a group of leading academic and policy institutions from around the world co-hosted a fourth edition. 
D-DebtCon - Distributed Interdisciplinary Sovereign Debt Research and Management Conference - was 
entirely virtual and involved partners in nine countries, spanning five continents, for two weeks in September 
of 2020. 
 
The European University Institute will be hosting the 5th edition of the Interdisciplinary Sovereign Debt 
Research and Management Conference, on 25-27 May 2022 in Florence (Italy). In addition to DebtCon5, 
three side events will be held online – further information will be announced in due time, so stay tuned! 

In this unique international and interdisciplinary conference, we welcome paper submissions from economists, 
finance and legal scholars, historians, political scientists, political economists, sociologists and 
anthropologists working in theoretical and empirical areas related to sovereign debt as well as from 
practitioners. Contributions from emerging scholars and junior policymakers are highly encouraged. 
DebtCon5 does not reimburse speaker travel expenses; however, selected scholars who are unable to travel to 
DebtCon5 for lack of funding may contact the organizers to help identify potential sources of financial support.  

The objective of DebtCon5 is to discuss state-of-the-art interdisciplinary research on sovereign debt and 
related policy issues, and to foster interaction among academics, senior policymakers and supervisors, industry 
representatives, and other practitioners. The conference will include both high-level roundtables, where 
practice, policy and research will meet, and parallel sessions, where research papers will be presented. 
Emerging scholars will have the opportunity to present their work in an emerging-scholars side-event. 
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We encourage original contributions, preferably fitting in the following five DebtCon5 topics: 
 

1. The COVID-19 Shock and its Unparalleled Consequences  

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the world has been witnessing a waterfall of disorderly sovereign 
defaults and high- and lower-income countries alike are facing an unprecedented economic crisis.i According 
to the IMF, the pandemic shock has pushed debt levels to close to 100 percent of GDP globally,ii and has 
exposed further fragilities and vulnerabilities in the world trading system. Policymakers around the world 
have adopted a “whatever it takes” approach to save their economies from meltdown, yet the pressing financial 
needs of each country are not always matched by their borrowing capacities. Which new concerns relating to 
debt sustainability does COVID-19 raise? What impact does COVID-19 have on emerging economies? 
Policy-relevant contributions from different social science perspectives can greatly add to this analytical and 
policy debate. 

 

2. Climate Debt: the Risks from Climate Change to Sovereign Debt 

Climate action raises major intertemporal and intergenerational issues. The concept of climate debt is intended 
to bring them to the fore but it has not been given an analytically sound and empirically precise definition. 
The setting of a time-bound perspective for achieving carbon neutrality (by 2050), to which most significant 
emitters have now committed, complicates the matter, for two related reasons. First, climate action looks 
increasingly likely to entail a significant fiscal cost, especially in countries that shy away from a carbon 
pricing-based strategy; second, countries are simultaneously bound by an intertemporal commitment 
(financial sustainability) and a finite-horizon commitment (invest what is required to achieve carbon 
neutrality).  

DebtCon5 should examine a series of issues that this situation raises: intergenerational implications of 
financial and climate debt; financial sustainability consequences of not defaulting on the climate commitment; 
normative implications and the reform of fiscal frameworks; cross-country dimensions.  

 
3. Rethinking Fiscal Rules and Sustainability  

While tackling the tendency of governments to allow deficit bias, the increasing number of fiscal rules also 
aims to promote a sound budgetary policy-making. More than [90 countries] have a fiscal rule framework in 
place, including all the euro area countries. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, key macroeconomic indicators 
show that the European economy has suffered the largest shock since 1945. Individual and coordinated actions 
by all European institutions have strengthened the macroeconomic policy response to the shock, and the 
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European fiscal rules have been temporarily suspended since March 2020. Low interest rates have allowed 
fiscal policies to expand with no costly consequences. How will Europe’s outlook change once interest rates 
go up again as inflation returns? How will the review of Europe’s fiscal framework wear on the credibility of 
EU Member States to consolidate their public finances over the medium term once economic activity resumes 
at full swing? These questions call for a reassessment of the current design of fiscal rules, which can draw 
lessons from the EU fiscal rules framework. 

 

4. Reconciling Diverse Lending Frameworks 

Historically, low-income countries mostly borrowed from the international financial institutions and from 
bilateral creditors that belong to the Paris Club. In recent years, this group of low-income countries started 
relying more on commercial debt by issuing bonds or borrowing from international banks, and on bilateral 
lenders that are not part of the Paris Club. While a diversification of funding sources can be regarded as a 
welcome development, commercial lenders tend to charge higher interest rates and their lending flows tend to 
be more procyclical than official debt flows. The recent presence of non-traditional bilateral lenders generates 
issues of data availability and transparency, complicates creditor coordination and in some cases raises new 
concerns relating to debt sustainability. 

 
5. The History of Sovereign Debt: Relearning from the 80s 

The economic harm being caused by COVID-19 may soon result in multiple sovereign debtors moving into 
default territory. But the existing playbook for dealing with multi-sovereign emerging market debt crises is 
blank. The only debt crisis scenario we know is protracted country-by-country and contract-by-contract 
negotiated workouts. The objective of this session is to revise the experience of the 1980s debt crisis and draw 
lessons for the current situation: what are the parallelisms, what are the differences, what were the policy 
mistakes and what can be done to avoid these mistakes and make sure that if a global debt crisis happens again 
it will not lead to the long negotiations which in the 1980s transformed the debt crisis into a lost decade for 
many countries in Latin America and the Caribbean? 

 

We also warmly welcome original academic or policy-relevant contributions from different fields on other 
sovereign debt topics, including the design and pricing of sovereign debt contracts, the link between debt 
transparency and debt vulnerabilities, debt-forgiveness and its potential impact on human rights, civil society 
and political conflicts, and also historical, sociological or anthropological perspectives on the law and 
economics of sovereign bond markets. 
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
To submit a contribution, please send a full paper by 15 December 2021. All proposals will be acknowledged 
automatically right away (do check your spam filter). Each contribution should also indicate preference for 
being included in a policy-academic roundtable or for being presented as a research paper. 

The decision of including contributions for presentation at the conference will be taken by the DebtCon5 
Organizing Committee and communicated to the contributing authors by 28 February 2022. Final 
contributions will be due by 1 April 2022. More information about the application procedure can be found at 
the link.  

Selected contributions will be eligible for short-video recordings organised by the Florence School of Banking 
and Finance.  

We look forward to seeing you in Florence in May 2022! 

 

The DebtCon5 Organizing Committee (in alphabetical order) 

• Maria Ana Barata (European University Institute) 
• Thorsten Beck (European University Institute) 
• Giancarlo Corsetti (University of Cambridge) 
• Anna Gelpern (Georgetown University Law) 
• Ugo Panizza (The Graduate Institute of Geneva) 
• George Papaconstantinou (European University Institute) 
• Jean Pisani-Ferry (European University Institute and Sciences Po Paris) 
• Pierre Schlosser (European University Institute) 

 

 
i https://erlassjahr.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/GSDM21-online.pdf 
ii https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/sovereign-debt  

https://rscas.eu/view-form/debtcon5-call-for-papers/
https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/sovereign-debt

